LE SPA
AT CHÂTEAU C APITOUL

A MEDITERRANEAN SANCTUARY FOR RELAXING & REVIVING

WELCOME TO THE SPA

I

BIENVENUE

n the cool cellars of the Château Capitoul, at the heart of 80 hectares of vines, the spa sits an
inviting and sensuous sanctuary for relaxing and reviving, a place where joie de vivre presides
over rigid rules and clinical sensibilities. An elegant and luminous space of 320m² to be enjoyed
throughout the year, we offer a range of facial and body treatments and an extensive selection of
salon quality beauty treatments. Spa facilities include a warm and enveloping Balneum, with ogiveshaped sliding bay windows letting in the soft exterior light. Featuring a heated swimming pool
with hydrotherapy jets, aromatherapy hammam and sauna, relaxation area and hot tub. Outside
the Château gardens are dotted with cocoon-style double loungers positioned to make the most of
the superb views. In winter months, take advantage of the first rays of sun and snuggle up in our
cosy blankets.

LES SPA CINQ MONDES
The Spa at Château Capitoul is brought to you in collaboration with Cinq Mondes Spa Paris. Inspired by ancestral beauty traditions from around the world, Cinq Mondes rituals and treatments
feature unique textures and perfumes created by renowned perfumers to take you on a remarkable
sensorial voyage into total relaxation.

OUR PRODUCTS
Cinq Mondes’ patented Skin Dietetics® plant and bio-technological active ingredients stimulate
and rebalance the skin’s natural metabolism. Sensuous and evocative, the active ingredients in these
products are natural and organic, free of parabens, silicones, mineral oils and artificial colourings.
All products have been tested under strict dermatological control. All our treatments are suitable
for men as well as women though in certain cases we will alternate feminine fragrances for more
masculine ones. The quality of the treatment is never compromised.

USE OF THE SPA FACILITIES
BALNEUM PRICES

Non-residential guests:* 		

Access for 2 hours: 35€ (Monday – Friday)
40€ (weekends)

Residential guests:

Access offered if associated with a treatment.

OPENING HOURS:

High season: 1st May– 30th September:
9am–8pm, 7 days a week.
Low season: 1st October – 30th April:
10am–6pm, 7 days a week.
Nocturne every first Thursday of each
month until 8.30pm.

RESERVATIONS

Call us on: +33 (0)4 48 22 07 31
Email us: spa@chateaucapitoul.com

CANCELLATIONS

Cancellations should be notified at
least 24 hours before the treatment time.
The spa reserves the right to charge any
treatment cancelled at shorter notice.
Prices shown are per treatment.

* At weekends priority is given to our residential guests, please contact us for prices & availability.

USEFUL INFORMATION
We have four treatment rooms including one double as well as a relaxing lounge area.
On arrival we provide you with a secure locker containing a towel, bathrobe
and spa slippers.
Swimming attire should be worn in the balneum (indoor pool, hammam,
sauna and jacuzzi).
For the best experience we ask you to arrive AT LEAST 15 MINUTES before
the start of your treatment.
Please advise your therapist of any health conditions or medical treatments
you are currently taking.

CHILDREN AT THE SPA – HOTEL GUESTS ONLY

The Spa is not open to children under the age of 16 except during winter school holidays when the
indoor pool is open to residents children 5 years and over from 10 am to 12 noon at the discretion
of management, accompanied by an adult. Access is limited on a first come first served basis
(please ask at reception). Outside these hours the spa is strictly reserved for hotel guests
aged 16 and over.
Attention: Parents are completely responsible for any children under the age of 16 and
should be accompanied by a responsible adult at all times.
The tranquil atmosphere of the spa must be preserved, with no diving, shouting or
pool toys.
Under French law children under 16 are not allowed in the sauna, jacuzzi or hammam.

A complimentary refreshment area with hot and cold drinks and herbal
teas is available before and after your treatment.
To ensure the most relaxing experience for all guests, mobile phones
or other connected devices should be turned off whilst in the spa.
Some well-being massage techniques and certain products should be avoided during
pregnancy. Please let us know if you are pregnant when you book your treatment
and our practitioners will adapt your treatment for maximum relaxation and safety

GIFT VOUCHERS

The perfect gift for that special occasion, our gift vouchers are
available online, either scan the code here or visit:
https://chateaucapitoul.secretbox.uk/

SCAN FOR OUR
GIFT VOUCHERS

A TRANQUIL OASIS OF MEDITERRANEAN FLOWERS,
HERBS AND AROMATICS OVERLOOKING THE VINES
WITH COCOON-LIKE DOUBLE LOUNGERS &
COSY BLANKETS FOR YEAR-ROUND USE.

BALNEUM

bain de soleil or solarium?

HEATED INDOOR POOL WITH MASSAGE JETS,
HOT TUB, AROMATHERAPY SAUNA/HAMMAM.
OGIVE-SHAPED SLIDING BAY WINDOWS FLOOD
THE SPACE WITH SUNLIGHT ALL YEAR ROUND.
INDOOR/OUTDOOR RELAXATION TERRACE WITH
HUGE COCOON LOUNGERS FOR ONE OR TWO.
.

GARDEN

RITUELS | SOIN VISAGE
Five Balinese Flower massage

Ko Bi Do flash

50 min | 90€

20 min | 60€

Plumping moisturizer

Youthfulness

Originating from the Balinese Ritual, this
face treatment tonifies and illuminates the
skin thanks to the association of five tropical
flowers.

This manual anti-wrinkle facial from
the ancestral Japanese Ko Bi D0 ritual is
associated with a unique anti ageing active
complex. Enjoy this holistic approach to lift
and tonify your facial contours.

Balinese Flowers massage
20 min | 50€

Ko Bi Do

Luminous face

50 min | 90€

A radiance treatment inspired by Balinese
beauty rituals combining skin cleansing,
wellbeing and beauty.

Redensification

Traditional face treatment
50 min | 70€

Purifying

This treatment is the solution to regain clean,
fresh skin thanks to a deep cleansing(scrub,
care equipment, blackhead extraction)
followed by the application of a personalized
care mask.

Inspired by the ancient Japanese Ko Bi Do
ritual, this manual anti-wrinkle treatment
focuses on both the face and neck employing
deep manipulation and a unique anti-ageing
active complex to lift and tone facial contours
and renew, smooth and plump lines on the
face and neckline.

VISAGE

TREATMENTS | MASSAGES

BODY

Revitalizing leg massage

Toning lndian Ayurvedic massage ritual

20 min | 50€

50 min | 90€

50 min | 90€

A moment entirely dedicated to relieve tired,
heavy legs. This reviving and draining massage
uses natural active ingredients from the Chinese
pharmacopoeia.

This ancestral Ayurvedic toning massage uses a
combination of invigorating strokes and warm
vanilla and cardamom oils to relieve muscle tension,
encourage sound sleep and leave skin silkysoft.

Traditionnel relaxing Oriental massage

Energetic Capitoul signature massage

20 min | 50€ 50 min | 90€

60 min | 105€ 90 min | 140€

To evacuate stress or fatigue, a truly relaxing full
body massage which ensures a deep regeneration of
the body and mind. Reconnect with calmness and
let yourself drift away to a state of deep relaxation.

Harmonizing body and mind ritual through
manual techniques focused on the meridians,
energy points and chakras. A deep massage to
rebalance and release blockages.

Indian ayurvedic massage

Mum-to-be soothing massage

50 min | 90€

50 min | 90€

Enjoy the vanilla and cardamom fragrances of
this tonifying hot oil massage inspired by the
millenary India tradition. The change in pace
between energetic and heating strokes relieves
tensions and relaxes the muscles.

This treatment ritual is inspired by ancestral
Polynesian traditions offering pregnant women
a brand new, unique experience to help them let
it all go, thanks to gentle strokes, friction and
pressure on the body of the mum-to-be.

Capitoul signature back massage

Capitoul signature toning massage

20 min | 50€

60 mn | 105€

A deep massage combining relaxation and muscle
relaxation accompanied by finger pressure
inspired by Shiatsu.

Revitalising and toning massage using rhythmic,
deep strokes to energise your entire body.

TREATMENTS | SCRUBS
Energising aromatic scrub

Papaya purée

20 min | 50€

20 min | 50 €

Inspired by a deeply rooted Javanese custom
of body renewal, this scrub uses a brilliant
energizing recipe with a fascinating earthy
scent of zesty spices and sea salts to leave your
skin satin smooth and your body energized.

An exfoliating technique from a Siam ritual
which uses creamy Papaya Puree: with fine
grains. Delicately exfoliated, your skin
appears radiant and smells of a delicious
perfume.

Beldi Black Soap scrub

Sublime scrub with Tahitian Monoï

20 min | 50€

20 min | 50€

Travel into the heart of the Oriental tradition
of the Hammam. Used with the exfoliating
action of the Kassa glove, this ancestral recipe
helps to purify the skin deep down leaving it
soft and silky.

Inspired by the Islands of Polynesia and
perfectly suitable for the most sensitive skin,
this tradicional preparation of Monoï with
Tiaré macerated flowers, sugar and coconut
powder regenerates the skin and awakens the
mind.

*For best results we recommend you spend at least 20 minutes in the hammam prior to your treatment.

BODY

TREATMENTS | BODY & FACE
Ayurvedic ritual®
80 min | 130€

Introduction to the ritual of the
hammam*

Detoxifying

50 min | 90€

This ritual combines an energizing
aromatic scrub with precious and rare
spices followed by a toning 50 minute
Indian Ayurvedic massage.

Discovery

Imperial youthfulness ritual
1hr 50 | 170€

BODY & FACE

Relaxation in the hammam, then a purifying
& exfoliating scrub with traditional Beldi
black soap. This is followed by a skin
detoxification treatment with Moroccan
Rhassoul wrap and finished with moisturizing
with sumptuous dry body oil.

Ko Bi Do

Relaxation in the hammam followed by a
‘Ko Bi Do Fountain of Youth’ lifting and
plumping facial and finished with a
revitalizing and lifting leg massage.
Moroccan hammam ritual*
80 min | 130€

Comfort

Relaxation in the hammam, then a purifying
& exfoliating scrub with traditional Beldi
black soap. This is followed by a skin
detoxification treatment with Moroccan
Rhassoul wrap and finished with a twenty
minute Moroccan argan massage.

Complete Moroccan hammam
ritual*
1hr 50 | 170€

Divine Argan

Relaxation in the hammam, followed
by a purifying & exfoliating scrub with
traditional Beldi black soap. This is followed
by a Rhassoul wrap skin detoxification
treatment and finished with a fifty minute
argan massage.

* For best results we recommend you spend at least 20 minutes in the hammam prior to your treatment.

FORMULA | ESCAPE

BEAUTY | FACE & BODY

WELL-BEING DISCOVERY

WAXING

LASHES OR BROWS

HANDS & FEET

Full legs | 38€

Colour tint

Day 1 : Bali flowers ritual radiance facial (20 min)

Manicure | 36€

Half leg | 22€

20 min | 35€

Day 2 : Papaya purée scrub (20 min)

Bikini | 16€

A relaxing hand and nail
treatment with varnish.

Day 3 : Polynesian body massage (50 min)

Brazilian | 24€

Darker and richer lashes without
mascara.

175€

*

Full bikini | 39€

ABSOLUTE WELL-BEING

Armpits | 16€

270€

Brows creation | 18€

Day 1 : Beldi black soap scrub and hammam (50 min)

Brows tailoring | 12€

Day 2 : Traditionnel Oriental massage (80 min)

Lips | 12€

Day 3 : Skin renewal facial (50 min)

Pedicure | 45€

A relaxing foot and nail
treatment with varnish.
Includes an exfoliating
scrub.
Gel varnish hands or
feet | 28€
Flash beauty
treatment hands
or feet* | 20€
Gel removal** | 15€

*10% off for 3 waxes in the same appointment **mandatory with other treatment

FITNESS | RELAXATION
Yoga Classes

Tennis

60 min | 25€
60 min | 50€ (includes 2hrs spa access)

At the top of the hameau on the other
side of the estate you will find our
championship size tennis court. Equipment
is provided at reception. Coaching with
a qualified tennis coach is also available,
please enquire in advance at reception.

Come and join us for an hour of yoga
under the pine trees, a perfect, zen start to
your day! Throughout the summer, yoga
classes with a qualified teacher are held in
the spa garden. Please reserve in advance at
Reception or at the Spa.
Walking, Running and
Mountain Biking

Make the most of the countryside,
explore the vineyard trails around the
estate on foot or on two wheels with
our complimentary bikes. Maps and
recommended routes are available at
reception.

E-bikes & Scooters

In the summer, weekly e-bike & scooter
tours are available to explore the
surrounding area with a qualified guide,
finishing back at the caveau for a tasting
of the estates wines. Please enquire at
reception.

Please check our website for updates on other activities and Spa offers or sign up to our newsletter.

FITNESS

LE SPA
CHÂTEAU CAPITOUL
ROUTE DE GRUISSAN
11100 NARBONNE
+33 (O)4 48 22 07 31
spa@chateaucapitoul.com
www.chateaucapitoul.com

